
SEVENTEEN PRICING STRUCTURE
SERVICE DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE DURATION 

OF TIME
COST

NEW CLIENTS 
OF SEVENTEEN 
SADDLE CO INC.

INITIAL 
COMPREHENSIVE 

FIT ANALYSIS 

Comprehensive fit analysis for NEW clients of Seventeen Saddle Co Inc.
- Measurements of Horse and Rider
- IR Thermal Imaging 
- Conformation Analysis of horse focusing on fit
- Analysis of Saddle Fit Before/During/After ride
- Summary of all fit issues found with details of adjustments made (if needed) 
*Please Note - more time is given to new clients of Seventeen Saddle Co Inc. due to questions, time 
needed to go over all details etc.

*If interested in trying out any new or previously ridden in models, please contact Seventeen 
Saddle Co Inc. to schedule accordingly. 

1 HOUR $252.00 + 
Applicable 

Taxes

+Adjustments - Tree Adjustment (if applicable)
- Flocking of the panels with English Wool (unless other material is currently used) 

*Includes Comprehensive Fit Analysis 

1 - 1/2 HOURS $378.00 + 
Applicable 

Taxes

CURRENT 
CLIENTS OF 
SEVENTEEN 

SADDLE CO INC.

COMPREHENSIVE 
FIT ANALYSIS

Comprehensive Fit Analysis available to all CURRENT clients of Seventeen Saddle Co Inc. INCLUDES:
- Measurements of Horse and Rider
- IR Thermal Imaging 
- Conformation Analysis of horse focusing on fit
- Analysis of Saddle Fit Before/During/After ride
- Summary of all fit issues found with details of adjustments made (if needed)

*If interested in trying out any new or previously ridden in models, please contact Seventeen 
Saddle Co Inc. to schedule accordingly.  

1/2 HOUR $126.00 + 
Applicable 

Taxes

+ PROACTIVE FIT 
Adjustments

Available to Seventeen Saddle Co Inc. clients on a set fit schedule of every 3-4 months maximum. 
- Tree Adjustment (if applicable)
- Flocking of the panels with English Wool (unless other material is currently used) 

*Includes Comprehensive Fit Analysis 

1 HOUR $252.00 + 
Applicable 

Taxes

+ STANDARD FIT
Adjustments

Available to Seventeen Saddle Co Inc. clients with a variable fit schedule (over 1+ months since last 
serviced) - more time is taken within the adjustments due to length of time since last seen. 
- Tree Adjustment (if applicable)
- Flocking of the panels with English Wool (unless other material is currently used) 

*Includes Comprehensive Fit Analysis 

1 -1/2 HOURS $378.00 + 
Applicable 

Taxes



LOCATION OPTIONS

CANCELATION POLICY

OVER ALLOTED 
TIME 

SCHEDULED

Clients are billed in 1/4 hour increments on time over allotted appointment time. This charge includes time, 
adjustments made, repairs and/or materials used. 

1/4 HOUR 
INCREMENTS

$63.00 + 
Applicable 

Taxes

PLEASE NOTE:
* All Fees are due at the time of booking.
* Any outstanding balances are due at the time of service i.e. - Time, adjustments made, repairs and/or materials used.
* Due to the nature of wool flocked panels and the consistent change within the horses back curvature and shoulder measurements, the fit of the saddle 

can only be guaranteed on the day of that the adjustments have been completed.  

LOCATION OPTIONS LOCATION MIN # 
REQUIRED

FEE *PLEASE NOTE*

CLIENTS LOCATION Within 40 minutes of Barrie, ON or Starting location of fitting 
trip (out of province)

5 HORSES N/A *Please contact if less than 5 
horses - applicable fees may 

apply.

CLIENTS LOCATION Outside local travel radius or Starting location of fitting trip 
(out of province)

8 HORSES Each location is unique - Fee would 
be determined at booking

*Please contact if less than 8 
horses - applicable fees may 

apply.

SHIP-IN TO FIT CLINIC Multiple Locations - Please Inquire 1 HORSE Ship-In fee varies at each facility - 
Please Inquire

*Documentation of health records 
may be required*

SHIP-IN TO XVII. MAIN 
BASE

Barrie, Ontario 1 HORSE $25.00 Ship-In Charge

PLEASE NOTE: * Min. number of horses required is subject to change depending on the location of travel. 

LOCATION NOTICE REQUIRED CANCELATION FEE CANCELATION AFTER ALLOTTED TIMEFRAME

LOCAL (WITHIN - GTA of Ontario) 48 HOURS $50.00 Non-Refundable

LONG DISTANCE - 
(OUSIDE GTA of Ontario - 

Includes N.America and Europe)

7 DAYS $75.00 Non-Refundable

PLEASE NOTE: * Notice must be given from the INITAL day of departure of fitting trip - NOT necessarily the date of client appointment.


